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Introduction
The paper discusses the development of a practice-based research project
by the artist. The research set out to question the possibilities of enhanced
colouration and lighting effects exploiting optical fibres in conjunction with
laser and digital technology. It questioned the use of laser techniques to
enhance light and the incorporation of new lighting mechanisms using digital
mix (DMX) lighting systems to address the possibility of programmable colour as novel, time-based aesthetics.
Research Context
The work is in response to an interest in the use of and available of new
materials and technologies that are challenging the face of science, art and
engineering. Within the context of design at the technology interface, fashion
and textiles are providing an exciting platform for innovation, as promoted
by the recent Materials Knowledge Transfer Network showcase exhibition,
‘Made in Future’ featuring UK smart fashion and textiles. There is significant
market awareness and interest in light-emitting and colour-change materials and this can be seen across a range of market sectors and in today’s
products and artefacts. The use of optical fibres within light-emitting textile
products, has steadily gained a greater market importance over the last 15
years and their use and visual exploration the arts and lighting design continues to grow as the inherent properties of the fibre and its related technology offer many possibilities and much scope for creative exploitation. Lighting
mechanisms include light-emitting diodes (LEDs) as well as conventional
light projectors, which continue to be the preferred option although their use
is limited to lighting standard fibre bundle sizes.
Summary of Research
Research concentrated on fabric testing using a variety of commercially
twisted paper yarns with optical fibre to establish woven suitability and effective light-emission. Paper proved a suitable material to enhance the quality
of light. Instead of diffusing light, paper actively intensified light. In order to
create more decorative effects and enhanced light output laser cutting and
laser etching techniques were examined. Etching was found to be the most
successful method of generating light loss for visual effect, as shown in fig 1.
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Fig. 1: Light-emission tests showing laser-etched
optical fibre.

Fig. 2: Exhibit, ‘Inner Light’ (H 2.4m
x W 1.2m): programmable woven
paper, showcasing ‘a new colour
palette as digitally controlled light’

It was possible to create light loss in predetermined states along the length
of the fibre before weaving. The correct intensity of etching was critical to
allow sufficient light loss over a maximum length. Using this method, techniques were developed to produce a pre-designed, light-emitting paper yarn.
Tri-colour LEDs were used to allow unusual colour mixing. Specific colour
and lighting effects were designed using a digital mix (DMX) replay system
in collaboration with lighting specialists at RMA Ltd. Housing the lighting
mechanisms was greatly improved due to the small size of LED compared
with conventional light projectors. Heat loss was also remarkably reduced. In
collaboration with the UK electronic specialists, Circatron Ltd., new devises
for coupling the fibre ends to the LED were developed. Colour intensity was
significantly enhanced and proved effective within both a lit and a darkened
environment. The combined use of the above achieved unusual and surprising colour mixes.
Research Conclusions
Research focused on exploring the inherent properties of optical fibres as
both light guide and lighting mechanism. Utilizing expertise from the fields
of electronics and lighting technology, the visual and technical capability of
the fibre was maximized. The culmination of the research was an exhibit designed to promote new aesthetics and material concepts and mechanisms
for generating enhanced colouration, as shown in fig 2. Knowledge of the individual technologies utilized in this research was widely known however, the
amalgamation of these technologies to exploit and enhance new colour and
effects, as light within woven structure was new. It is anticipated that these
developments will have significance in terms of contemporary craft practice,
design and industry, particularly within the field of textiles and lighting. The
exhibit, ‘Inner Light’ promotes new concepts for programmable, light-emitting
textiles of the future, which exploit the possibilities of designing with ‘a new
colour palette as digitally controlled light’.

